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What This Talk is NotWhat This Talk is Not

- An apologetic for the Orthodox - An apologetic for the Orthodox 
ChurchChurch

- An apologetic for the Roman - An apologetic for the Roman 
Catholic ChurchCatholic Church

- An apologetic for or against any - An apologetic for or against any 
church at allchurch at all

- A claim that Tolkien was secretly - A claim that Tolkien was secretly 
OrthodoxOrthodox

- A polemic against other ways of  - A polemic against other ways of  
reading Tolkienreading Tolkien
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What This Talk IsWhat This Talk Is

- My Story (but not my biography – - My Story (but not my biography – 
whew!) of  how Tolkien’s work relates whew!) of  how Tolkien’s work relates 
to Orthodox Christianityto Orthodox Christianity
- A suggestion that others have or - A suggestion that others have or 
could have similar experiencescould have similar experiences
- An introduction to a way of  reading - An introduction to a way of  reading 
Tolkien that is profoundly ChristianTolkien that is profoundly Christian
- An invitation to the imaginary in - An invitation to the imaginary in 
which Tolkien himself  spent much of which Tolkien himself  spent much of 
his time – the one mythic world in his time – the one mythic world in 
which both Christianity and paganism which both Christianity and paganism 
historically were practicedhistorically were practiced
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A Technical DefinitionA Technical Definition

The imaginary (or social The imaginary (or social 
imaginary) is the set of  values, imaginary) is the set of  values, 
institutions, laws, and symbols institutions, laws, and symbols 
through which people imagine through which people imagine 
their social whole. It is common to their social whole. It is common to 
the members of  a particular social the members of  a particular social 
group and the corresponding group and the corresponding 
society. The concept of  the society. The concept of  the 
imaginary has attracted attention imaginary has attracted attention 
in anthropology, sociology, in anthropology, sociology, 
psychoanalysis, philosophy, and psychoanalysis, philosophy, and 
media studies.media studies.
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How I’m Using the WordHow I’m Using the Word

The imaginary is the boundaries The imaginary is the boundaries 
within which we conceive of  our within which we conceive of  our 
world, settings populated with the world, settings populated with the 
beings, possibilities, and events – beings, possibilities, and events – 
both seen and unseen – that are both seen and unseen – that are 
“the possible” for us.“the possible” for us.
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Tolkien’s ImaginaryTolkien’s Imaginary

Tolkien’s Middle-earth Legendarium Tolkien’s Middle-earth Legendarium 
is a reflection of the Imaginary that is a reflection of the Imaginary that 
he developed through long, deep he developed through long, deep 
engagement with the Bible, liturgical engagement with the Bible, liturgical 
worship as a faithful Christian, worship as a faithful Christian, 
ancient languages, pagan mythology ancient languages, pagan mythology 
and medieval legend, as interacting and medieval legend, as interacting 
with his experiences of the rapidly-with his experiences of the rapidly-
changing and modernizing world of  changing and modernizing world of  
the 20the 20thth century. century.
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Fantasy, the making or glimpsing of Fantasy, the making or glimpsing of 
Other-worlds, was the heart of  the Other-worlds, was the heart of  the 
desire of  Faërie. I desired dragons desire of  Faërie. I desired dragons 
with a profound desire. Of course, I with a profound desire. Of course, I 
in my timid body did not wish to have in my timid body did not wish to have 
them in the neighbourhood... But the them in the neighbourhood... But the 
world that contained even the world that contained even the 
imagination of  Fáfnir was richer and imagination of  Fáfnir was richer and 
more beautiful, at whatever cost of more beautiful, at whatever cost of 
peril.peril.

- On Fairy-Stories- On Fairy-Stories
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The Biblical Great Sea SerpentThe Biblical Great Sea Serpent

Leviathan Leviathan :  Job 3:8, 41:1; Ps. :  Job 3:8, 41:1; Ps. 
74:14, 104:26; Is. 27:174:14, 104:26; Is. 27:1

Rahab/Rahav Rahab/Rahav : Job 9:13, 26:12; : Job 9:13, 26:12; 
Ps. 89:10; Is. 30:7, 51:9Ps. 89:10; Is. 30:7, 51:9
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Tolkien desired to live in the Tolkien desired to live in the 
same world that he saw not only same world that he saw not only 
in pagan mythology and in pagan mythology and 
medieval legend, but in the medieval legend, but in the 
world of  the Bible.world of  the Bible.
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What does it mean when I What does it mean when I 
see the Bible and pagan see the Bible and pagan 
mythology happening in mythology happening in 
the same settings and the same settings and 
populated with the same populated with the same 
kinds of  beings? kinds of  beings? 
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Do I as a Christian Do I as a Christian 
live in a world live in a world 
different than the different than the 
Biblical world?Biblical world?

Do I take the mythic Do I take the mythic 
world of  the Bible world of  the Bible 
seriously?seriously?
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If  I take the mythic If  I take the mythic 
world of  the Bible world of  the Bible 
seriously – its seriously – its 
Imaginary – I begin Imaginary – I begin 
to notice that this to notice that this 
same mythic world is same mythic world is 
also represented in also represented in 
the Orthodox the Orthodox 
Church.Church.
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Like in the Bible and in Like in the Bible and in 
myths and legends, myths and legends, 
heroes who fight heroes who fight 
demons are not only demons are not only 
depicted in Orthodox depicted in Orthodox 
churches but are churches but are 
celebrated in hymns celebrated in hymns 
and very much taught and very much taught 
to be real.to be real.
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Among these celebrated Among these celebrated 
heroes of  the Orthodox heroes of  the Orthodox 
Church are faithful, Church are faithful, 
courageous women who courageous women who 
are just as much saints, are just as much saints, 
just as much victorious just as much victorious 
warriors, as their male warriors, as their male 
counterparts.counterparts.

The Virgin Mary is called The Virgin Mary is called 
“Champion Leader.”“Champion Leader.”
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The most radiant and beloved The most radiant and beloved 
of  all the saints of  the Orthodox of  all the saints of  the Orthodox 
Church is the Virgin Mary, who Church is the Virgin Mary, who 
is called “Theotokos,” meaning is called “Theotokos,” meaning 
“Birth-giver to God.”“Birth-giver to God.”

Clothed in the sun and with the Clothed in the sun and with the 
moon at her feet, crowned with moon at her feet, crowned with 
stars (Rev. 12:1), she is truly a stars (Rev. 12:1), she is truly a 
legendary figure of  myth.legendary figure of  myth.
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Many people who encounter Many people who encounter 
the Orthodox Church for the the Orthodox Church for the 
first time, faced with heroes, first time, faced with heroes, 
monsters, demons, fantastic monsters, demons, fantastic 
beasts and glorified humans, beasts and glorified humans, 
can be taken aback. The can be taken aback. The 
imagery can be shocking.imagery can be shocking.

It feels so foreign – even It feels so foreign – even 
pagan.  And that seems like pagan.  And that seems like 
evil.evil.
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Another difficulty for those Another difficulty for those 
encountering the Orthodox encountering the Orthodox 
Church can be its deep Church can be its deep 
grounding in history.grounding in history.

Americans in particular may not Americans in particular may not 
have any feeling for how to have any feeling for how to 
appropriate or even access appropriate or even access 
centuries or millennia of  centuries or millennia of  
history.history.
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But when I encountered the But when I encountered the 
Church, its mythic, historic Church, its mythic, historic 
character made sense to me.character made sense to me.

I understood its dragons, I I understood its dragons, I 
recognized its spirits, I knew recognized its spirits, I knew 
what the heroes were doing and what the heroes were doing and 
why.why.

All was manifest as a single All was manifest as a single 
whole, a single Story.whole, a single Story.
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But it wasn’t because I was But it wasn’t because I was 
steeped in pagan mythology or steeped in pagan mythology or 
had a history degree.had a history degree.

It was because I knew Tolkien.It was because I knew Tolkien.

Reading his works for decades Reading his works for decades 
had trained my eye and ear, but had trained my eye and ear, but 
most especially my heart, to most especially my heart, to 
recognize the beauty of  the recognize the beauty of  the 
Church’s Imaginary.Church’s Imaginary.
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Tolkien’s world is filled with Tolkien’s world is filled with 
elements of  story-telling that elements of  story-telling that 
are very much like those in the are very much like those in the 
Bible, and even sometimes self-Bible, and even sometimes self-
consciously expressed this way, consciously expressed this way, 
such as in such as in The Silmarillion’sThe Silmarillion’s  use  use 
of  “And it came to pass...”of  “And it came to pass...”

This includes characters like This includes characters like 
Galadriel, whom Tolkien said he Galadriel, whom Tolkien said he 
modeled on the Virgin Mary.modeled on the Virgin Mary.
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It includes settings like Valinor, It includes settings like Valinor, 
which was designed by Tolkien which was designed by Tolkien 
to be Paradise on earth, with to be Paradise on earth, with 
angelic beings dwelling angelic beings dwelling 
together with earthly ones.together with earthly ones.
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And it includes events like the And it includes events like the 
drowning of  Númenor, which drowning of  Númenor, which 
was modeled after both the was modeled after both the 
myth of  Atlantis and the Biblical myth of  Atlantis and the Biblical 
account of  the Great Flood.account of  the Great Flood.
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““It is not difficult to imagine It is not difficult to imagine 
the peculiar excitement and joy the peculiar excitement and joy 
that one would feel, if  any that one would feel, if  any 
specially beautiful fairy-story specially beautiful fairy-story 
were found to be ‘primarily’ were found to be ‘primarily’ 
true, its narrative to be history, true, its narrative to be history, 
without thereby necessarily without thereby necessarily 
losing the mythical or losing the mythical or 
allegorical significance that it allegorical significance that it 
had possessed.... had possessed.... 
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““The Christian joy, the Gloria, is The Christian joy, the Gloria, is 
of  the of  the same kind; but it is same kind; but it is 
preeminently (infinitely, if  our preeminently (infinitely, if  our 
capacity were not finite) high capacity were not finite) high 
and joyous. But this story is and joyous. But this story is 
supreme; and it is true. Art has supreme; and it is true. Art has 
been verified.been verified.
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““God is the Lord, of  angels, God is the Lord, of  angels, 
and and of men—and of elves. of  men—and of elves. 
Legend and History have met Legend and History have met 
and fused....and fused....

The Evangelium has not The Evangelium has not 
abrogated abrogated legends; it has legends; it has 
hallowed them, especially the hallowed them, especially the 
‘happy ending.’‘happy ending.’””

- On Fairy-Stories- On Fairy-Stories
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In the Orthodox Church, a In the Orthodox Church, a 
story about a saint story about a saint 
commandeering an annoying commandeering an annoying 
demon to make him turn into demon to make him turn into 
a flying horse and take him a flying horse and take him 
on a day-trip to Jerusalem is on a day-trip to Jerusalem is 
entirely believable.entirely believable.

(Meet the 12(Meet the 12thth  c. St. John of   c. St. John of  
Novgorod.)Novgorod.)
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Your Christian tradition may Your Christian tradition may 
find this stuff  crazy.  It might find this stuff  crazy.  It might 
reject the Orthodox Church, reject the Orthodox Church, 
saints killing dragons, etc.  saints killing dragons, etc.  
Okay.Okay.

So what do you do with it?  So what do you do with it?  
Just reject Tolkien?  (If  you’re Just reject Tolkien?  (If  you’re 
looking at this, you probably looking at this, you probably 
aren’t on board with that.)aren’t on board with that.)
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What you can do is look at your What you can do is look at your 
Bible and try to make sense of   Bible and try to make sense of   
the dragons, the giants, the the dragons, the giants, the 
demon-haunted wastes, the demon-haunted wastes, the 
holy men and women, and the holy men and women, and the 
mythic story-telling.mythic story-telling.
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And consider what your world would look like if  all of  this And consider what your world would look like if  all of  this 
were not just a symbol, if  all of  this were were not just a symbol, if  all of  this were true, true, if  the if  the 
legendary character of  the Bible broke through into this legendary character of  the Bible broke through into this 
present world.present world.

What would that landscape look like?What would that landscape look like?
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Consider it.Consider it.

And let it enrich And let it enrich 
your own prayer.your own prayer.
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A Taste A Taste 
for the for the 
MythicMythic
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NEXT WEEK:NEXT WEEK:
Tolkien's Gods: The Ainur, the Valar, and Whether the Professor is Secretly PaganTolkien's Gods: The Ainur, the Valar, and Whether the Professor is Secretly Pagan

(read:  "Ainulindalë" and "Valaquenta" in (read:  "Ainulindalë" and "Valaquenta" in The SilmarillionThe Silmarillion))  
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